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About This Game

Story Details
Past Cure is a dark psychological thriller that blurs the lines between dreams and reality. An intense, cinematic, story-driven

experience that challenges the player to use mind-bending mental abilities to survive. After years of torture, former elite soldier
Ian lives in a safe house with his brother, struggling with memory loss and the effects of the experiments he was forced to

endure. In an attempt to tap into the hidden power of the mind, his captors left him scarred with unrelenting nightmares, visions
and unstable powers such as time manipulation and telekinesis. Driven by his desperate need for the truth and a thirst for

revenge; Ian, aided by his brother, sets out on a thrilling hunt for the masterminds of this conspiracy, hoping to uncover exactly
what was done to him and why? As Ian plunges into a criminal underworld in pursuit of his only lead, he is forced to use his

powers more and more to survive. But with each use, his mind becomes ever more detached from reality, revealing the presence
of an even darker force at play.
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- A story driven supernatural thriller
Past Cure is a cinematic, story driven experience where the player follows the struggle of a broken man searching for the

missing pieces of his mind. With intense cutscenes and intriguing story items throughout the levels, the player can unravel a
story that will keep them guessing til the end.

Action vs. Stealth
 Be bold and engage your enemies with time bending gun battles and brutal jaw crunching combos. Or pick the stealthy

approach where evasion tactics and slick stealth takedowns allow you to outsmart your enemies in silence. Choose the right
approach to each situation as there are pros and cons to each playing style.

Mind bending abilities
Unleash the unlocked power of Ian’s mind against those who unlocked it. To truly master the Past Cure experience, players must

utilise time manipulation and astral projection to gain an edge on opponents and overcome obstacles.

Dreams vs reality
Ians mind is torn between the gritty real world and the nightmarish horror of his dreams. Past Cure contrasts between the cold,
brutal combat orientated levels of the real world, to the more puzzle solving and survival gameplay in the abstract dreamworlds.
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Title: Past Cure
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Phantom 8 Studio
Publisher:
Phantom 8 Studio
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (64-bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core i5-2400/AMD FX-8320 or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 670 2GB/AMD Radeon HD 7870 2GB or better

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 13 GB available space

English,French,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,German,Hungarian
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This game is all about an all out class-based animal FFA in crazy exotic looking maps. Really enjoyable, fast-paced, up to
4 players multiplayer, platform arenas/smash-bros-like fighting, and you're playing as various animals (or some Doll/Little
girl/Grandma - even the devs are unsure, I think) fighting each other! What's there to dislike?

Pros:
-Right after joining a game, there's a non-intrusive tutorial which you can follow to learn the controls, try out the weapons, so
the amount of derpiness even in the first games should be minimal.
-5 different class kits, each with it's own unique mechanics.
-A number of maps that don't feel repetetive when switching between them, some have no or little environmental dangers and
some contain fireball throwing demons or spike wielding tribesman on the sidelines that diversify the gameplay, offering proper
levels of difficulty for newcomers and more skilled players
-the devs actively engage with the community

Cons:
-small playerbase, but you can easily find someone to play with using the official Discord server (linked on the Store page or in
the game's update feed) + this can be easily solved by you buying the game :D

I've followed/played the game ever since early Beta and I've witnessed a lot of improvement and polishing this game has gone
trough, and I happily come back to it whenever I feel bored.. There's more flashing lights in this than your eyeballs after eating
100lbs of magic mushrooms. Got killed more times in this than there are grains of sand on Earth. Bought it as part of a charity
bundle. I don't know if this game is fun it's more or less something to play if your nerves are too calm. Slightly Recommended

Pros:
-If flashing lights give you seizures, this game will give you nighmares and seizures
-I stayed alive for .4 seconds
-Slow-motion enabled controller won't help. Try making a time machine to slow time instead
-Sneezed a few times, then died 10 times
-No DLC, Season Pass, Pre-order bonuses
-This game would sell keyboards if it was popular

Cons:
-Dont't play this game if you have the hiccups or rampant sneezing
-If your shift key is broken, you are shift outta luck
-The levels are shorter than my libido
-Aimbot doesn't work in this game. Fun Strategy game, Quick matches.. Well, what can I say? Installed, launched, I realized that
it took more than three hours only when electricity in my house was cut off!
If this did not happen, who knows how much I still spent time in this game. It really clings. Yeah!. Pocahontas
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off and Crazy Horse has gone.. well, crazy. Joe's Diner summarised in
3.5 minutes. I honestly didn't need that long.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ygmj-TieGaw. The cut scenes are an improvement over previous games but everything
else is worse. The frame rate is all over the place and the controls feel slow and unresponsive even the textures look amateurish
in some stages.

Not recommended unless your already a fan of the series.. Definitely a nice additon to the base game, havent had any issues.
tested on PC with windows 10 and mac os x el capitan.
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Great game if you like old school manager games.
You need to install the Real Names and Images patches from wbmfiles weebly com to really enjoy this game.. 10/10 would
eat♥♥♥♥♥♥again. Its free, so if you want to experience a really smooth way of flying this has a pretty good implementation.

Sadly there is nothing to do but kind of explore a smallish map with only a bunch of structures.
You have 3 weapons.... but nothing to shoot at...

Still as a free game is ok, feels polished and seems to be the foundation to something that never came to be (last updated ~2
years ago as of this review)

Recommended because its free, it lacks content and probably wont ever play it once you get something like Jet Island thats a
more full fledged game.. This game is really for hardcore movie buffs. I've watched probably close to 3000 movies in 3 decades
but this particular YDKJ game is still quite hard. I wouldn't recommend it to a casual player, more for the super hardcore quiz \/
movie buffs.

On a note to the game itself, I'm pretty disappointed. There is no option to play full screen, no choice of screen resolution or
similar. Looks crappy, it's a old game and to be expected. The commentator is funny for the most part but sometimes I'd rather
just play than to listen to him.

Hate the fact that you always have to watch the intro which takes like a minute until you can actually play. There should be an
option to skip the intro.

Verdict: Good value game for hardcore quiz (movie) buffs. Terrible integration on steam as in no achievements, no nothing, no
option for screen resolution etc. The "Millionaire" games may be better suited for the casual player.. This is a hard game to pin
point to a genre. You have a book of elements, with pictures of said elements. You can match 1+1 together and discover a new
element, and that's the whole game. Discover more and more elements, yes they have a story and several quests etc. but it's not
quite a game, not quite a puzzle. It's just think and click, or don't think a spam click. Alot probably remember that game was out
for free on appstore etc. and it might feel bad to pay 5.99:- for it. Another big problem people seem to have with this is the in-
game purchase, but I don't see this as a big problem. What I have problem with is games that won't allow you to continue
without buying more energy, gold or time. In this it was just hints you could buy. You don't need that to play the game. Just use
one of the helpful guides if you feel stuck, so for me this isn't an issue. It's just, that the game don't have any variety what so
ever that bums me. It's interesting in the beginning, but gets old fast. Still, it's not a bad game, it's just hardly a "game" for me. I
recommend it only, if you get it cheap and is really intrigued by what this is. 5.2/10. it is very good for building concerntration
camps it's a 10/10 for me. this was....not great.. While ripping off Star Wars is generally as decent way to get a game promoted
this game just seems too.....juvenile in it's development....it's the only way i can explain it. You start off the game facing the
wrong side of the console, you can't move while you fight hardly at all and it's just a mindless wave of enemies trying to beat
you by means of attrition (sheer numbers).

This game needs to be less predictable and maybe go in a more creative direction.. awsome simple funny litle game, but it is still
early access so it has a lot of bugs. and some functions do not work yet.
but i think it will be awsome if it is finished whoooohoooo.
like cake thats awesome to.
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